


Objectives:    

- Combine theory with practice
- Develop the capacity to design, simulate and implement basic robotic applications
- Identify software tools, combined with proper hardware platforms





○ It is a framework - not an operating system
○ Collection of tools, libraries and conventions
○ It is a message passing system based on individual programs
○ Peer-to-Peer connections between programs
○ Can be used very efficiently combined with libraries like Eigen/1 NLopt /2 

OpenCV3…
○ Programs can run on multiple robots that communicate over the network
○ ROS modules can be written in any language for which a client library exists (C++, 

Python, MATLAB, Java, etc.).

What is ROS?

1 - http://eigen.tuxfamily.org/index.php?title=Main_Page 

2 - https://nlopt.readthedocs.io/en/latest/  

3 - https://opencv.org/ 

http://eigen.tuxfamily.org/index.php?title=Main_Page
https://nlopt.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://opencv.org/


Plumbing: Sensors - Actuators - Process management 
Tools: Visualization - Data logging - Simulation
Capabilities: Control - Planning - Perception - Multiple agents 
Ecosystem: Package organization - Package Distribution

What is ROS?



ROS Master 
○ Manages the communication between nodes 
○ Every node registers at startup with the master
○ No data (topics) flow through the core, all communications are direct

How does ROS work internally?

ROS Master



ROS Nodes
○ Individual executable programs 
○ Dedicated to specific task
○ Individually compiled, executed and organized

How does ROS work internally?

ROS Master

Node A Node B

Registration Registration



ROS Topics
○ Communication bridge among individual nodes
○ Topic transfers data streams
○ Asynchronous many-to-many one way communication streams

How does ROS work internally?

ROS Master

Node A Node B

Topic



ROS Msgs
○ Data structure defining the type of a topic
○ Streamed through topics
○ Defined in .msg files
○ Predefined or custom msgs data types

How does ROS work internally?

ROS Master

Node A Node B

Topic MessagesMessages

float64 x
float64 y
float64 z

msg type 1

bool data

msg type 2



ROS Publisher/Subscriber
○ Publisher sends out data 
○ Subscriber receives data
○ Multiple subscribers
○ Uses .msg files to specify the data packets

How does ROS work internally?

ROS Master

Node A
Publisher

Node B
Subscriber

TopicPublish Subscribe



ROS Launch 
○ Tool for executing multiple nodes
○ Defined in .launch files
○ Makes the project portable
○ Easy to change settings when others will use your package

How does ROS work internally?



ROS Srvs 
○ Synchronous one-to-one bidirectional communication
○ Node A sends a request to Node B and waits a response
○ Defined in .srv files
○ Predefined or custom srvs data types

How does ROS work internally?

Node A
Service Client

Node B
Service Server

Request

Response



● Packages are separate modules that provide different task services
● Packages are the main unit for organizing software in ROS. A package may contain 

ROS runtime processes (nodes), a ROS-dependent library, datasets, configuration 
files, or anything else that is usefully organized together

ROS Package



● Contains all packages (nodes, msgs, launch files, srvs)
● Multiple task-oriented workspaces can be defined
● Create workspace chains by extending workspaces

ROS Workspace



DEMO



With MATLAB and Simulink, you can:

○ Connect to and control your robot with the algorithms you develop.

○ Develop hardware-agnostic algorithms and connect to the Robot Operating System (ROS).

○ Connect to a range of sensors and actuators so you can send control signals or analyze 

many types of data.

○ Eliminate hand-coding by automatically generating code for embedded targets 

○ Connect to low-cost hardware such as Arduino and Raspberry Pi 



What Can You Do with MATLAB?

Simulate Robots



Using MATLAB and Simulink for “Building Robots”

Festo Develops Innovative Robotic Arm Using Model-Based 
Design  
https://se.mathworks.com/company/user_stories/festo-develop
s-innovative-robotic-arm-using-model-based-design.html

https://se.mathworks.com/company/user_stories/festo-develops-innovative-robotic-arm-using-model-based-design.html
https://se.mathworks.com/company/user_stories/festo-develops-innovative-robotic-arm-using-model-based-design.html


What Can You Do with MATLAB?

Simulate Robots Teach/Learn robotics 







○ Demo: Object Detection 

○ Applications:

■ Visual Servoing

■ Exploration

■ Pedestrian recognition



What Can You Do with MATLAB?

Simulate Robots Teach/Learn robotics 

Use ROS



MATLAB Robotics System Toolbox - Link



What Can You Do with Robotics System Toolbox?



What Can You Do with Robotics System Toolbox?



○ Demo (more blocks from the demo?)

■ Connect MATLAB to ROS with Simulink



○ Commands



○ Demo

■ Connect MATLAB to ROS with m-file



What is LabView?

LabView: Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench

Graphical based programming language

VI - Virtual Instrument is the Labview basic element

Is the No.1 software in the world for experimentation and testing (Rapid prototyping)

Advantages

Extensive Interface

Code Reuse and Platform Independent

Parallel Processing

Advanced Hardware



Applications

Machine Monitoring and Control

Research and Analysis

Control Design

Front Panel Block Diagram

- Data Flow programming
- It is not an interpreted language (execution engine)
- Execution of the program is based on the Arbitrary Interleaving principle



○ Demos

■ How to add to numbers in Labview

■ A Vortex Actuator robot in Labview


